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How often are you 
grateful for these 

things in your life?



60 things to be grateful for in life -by celestine Chua-
https://tinybuddha.com/blog/60-things-to-be-grateful-for-in-life/

Gratefulness list
- Put on the wall A3 paper
- Students write what they are grateful for
- Once a week, a fortnight, every day... students write on it

https://tinybuddha.com/blog/60-things-to-be-grateful-for-in-life/


Gratefulness 
Teaching related 

I am grateful for … Vb-ING / noun - verb patterns Lead in-



2. POSITIVE QUOTES - Do you pass through these three gates before 
you speak?

- Why do you think it is important to do so?
- Do you think our words can cause harm? 

In what way?
- Why do you think we are not careful with 

our words?
- What are some things that cannot be said 

in different cultures?



POSITIVE QUOTES
- Who or what do you think is your 

teacher right now?
- What does being a teacher in life 

mean for you?
- Have you ever been anyone’s teacher?
- Are you ever grateful for things that 

happen in your life? What about the 
ones we see as negative?



positive quotes 
- Why do you think it is so difficult to 

let go of pain?
- Have you or anyone you know ever had 

to let go of something that was 
hurting you/them?

- How did you/they do it?
- Do you think different cultures see and 

express pain differently?



Teaching related 

Lead in - vocabulary, different cultures
Reading - Grammar - Vocabulary 

Writing: Give a quote , write about what it means to you

positive quotes 



Positive quotes - writing
- How can we heal our wounds?
- How can we make peace with 

them?
- Do we do that as a society?
- Do you do that?
- Is there any technique, prayer, 

mantra that can help?
- ... 



3.



Motivational board
- coloured paper, glue, scissors, coloured pens,...

- Music: they choose  - Relaxing music (Deva Premal, Relaxation 
music, Singing Birds, …)

- ST may use their phone to look for quotes, create their own.

- let them organise it. Do NOT get involved. It’s their project

-school: canteen, reception, classroom







Motivational board
Teaching related

Grammar - vocabulary - strengthen relationships - creativity
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CONTROL



CONTROL INFLUENCE



CONTROL INFLUENCE ACCEPT



Next time I am encountered with this situation, 
what am I going to do?



CIA
- bothering situation: Who/what is involved - share with group
- What can I Control? (Think & write)
- What can I Influence (Think & write)
- What Do I have to Accept (Think & write)
- Share with the group
- What Are you going to do next time you encounter this 

situation?



cia
Teaching Related

Lead In, Consolidation - vocabulary feelings, Speaking 



1.What made you 
become a teacher?

3.How did you feel on 
your first day of 
teaching?

2. How did you feel when 
you decided you wanted to 
be a teacher? AND NOW?

4. One thing you have 
learnt in your 
teaching years.



Renewing your 
intentions

What expectations did 
you have? Were they 
met?

What objectives did 
you have? Have you 
achieved them?

If not, what do you need 
to do to achieve them? If 
yes, what are your new 
objectives?

5 things you are 
grateful for

A sentence to help you 
through the day

3 THings you like 
about Ireland

3 THings you have 
learnt in Ireland

2 difficult THings you have 
gone through in Ireland. 
How did you overcome them? 

How did you feel when 
you decided to come 
here?

5.



Renewing your intentions
- In groups of 3 /4 answer the questions
- Signing birds on youtube
- Afterwards, write a letter to yourself
- Nice paper, envelope



Renewing your intentions
Teaching Related

Grammar tenses - Vocabulary - Writing

Alternative when doing speaking tests



6. TEXT (book, website…)
- Text about how to be content 
- Esl brains - Happiness in the 21st century 

https://eslbrains.com/happiness-vs-consumerism-lesson-plan/

https://eslbrains.com/happiness-vs-consumerism-lesson-plan/


Text
Teaching related

- Find a text - match sentences to paragraphs
- Vocabulary
- Grammar
- Esl brains text - fill in the gaps, word formation, discussion



Activities
1. Gratefulness list
2. Positive Quotes
3. Motivational Board
4. Renewing your intentions
5. CIA
6. Text 



Other Activities
- Coaching Cards, Message cards
-  www.Dannypettry.com 



Remember...
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